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Leadership scholars are faced with pressing methodological issues that challenge our current scholarship. In this paper, we discuss methodological concerns such as multi-level hypothesis testing, construct validity of group-level scales, sampling countries in cross-cultural research, self-report measurement – issues that are endemic to organizational leadership research. We point out the methodological challenges facing modern leadership researchers, and point to possible solutions that can provide opportunities for future progress in our field.
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The quest for explanation and prediction of effective organizational leadership has occupied social science researchers for the better part of the 20th century (Bass 1990; DeMeuse 1986; Mitchell 1979). Now at the dawn of 21st century, the growing sophistication of leadership theories has presented organizational researchers with important methodological questions in need of urgent answers. In this paper, we address several methodological issues which, in our estimation, cannot be ignored. In particular, we discuss several issues surrounding level of analysis as well as cross-cultural research. We will also discuss issues surrounding alternatives to self-report measures. It is our hope that this discussion will prove useful to researchers by identifying solutions to these methodological issues.

Levels of analysis issues

There is growing awareness of the importance of level of analysis issues in the broader organizational literature (Klein/Kozlowski 2000; Hoffman 2002). Levels of analysis issues become a concern when empirical data has a nested or multilevel structure. Even though simple random sampling is taught in the typical graduate level statistics course, researchers do not frequently employ this sampling strategy in field research. Rather, researchers often obtain their data by gaining access to one or more organizations and then gathering information from multiple individuals within each organization. In all likelihood, several individuals probably come from the same work team in each organization. The data that results from employing this sampling strategy has a nested/multilevel structure because multiple respondents belong to the same work team (i.e., respondents are nested within work teams) and multiple work teams are sampled from the same organization (i.e., work teams are nested within organizations). The consequence of this nested data structure is that responses among respondents tend to be more similar than would be expected if true random sampling was employed. Specifically, the assumption of independence of errors which is critical assumption in almost all statistical techniques used in the social sciences is violated with nested data. As a result of violating this assumption, statistical analyses will yield biased results and conclusions (Bliese/Hanges, in press).

Leadership researchers have long lead the way by discussing the statistical problems caused by nested/multilevel data (e.g., Dansereau/Yammarino 1998a, 1998b; Dansereau/Yammarino/Markham 1995; Hanges/Dickson 2004; Hanges/Dickson/Sipe 2004; Waldman/Yammarino 1990; Yammarino/Bass 1991). While statistical issues surrounding such data have been discussed in the leadership literature, the majority of this work has focused on procedures justifying aggregation of measures. Unfortunately, fewer studies have discussed how to properly handle multilevel data to test scientific hypotheses. For example, suppose that a researcher is interested in the relationship between leader behavior and team morale. Following the sampling strategy described above, the researcher gets the permission of several organizations to ask their employees to complete a leadership-organizational culture questionnaire. Each respondent describes the behavior of his/her leader and the morale of their team. The researcher's data is nested because multiple respondents are sampled from the same team/leader and multiple teams are sampled from each organization. How should the
researcher properly test the hypothesis that leader behavior and team morale are related?

Historically, researchers have used one of two statistical approaches to test such hypotheses (Bryk/Raudenbush 1987; Hofmann 1997; Hofmann et al. 2000). The first approach, typically called the “aggregate approach,” involves averaging all variables to team-level of analysis and performing traditional statistical analyses (e.g., correlation, regression) on this aggregated data (Hofmann 1997). The degrees of freedom associated with this approach are based on the number of work teams included in the data. The second approach, typically called the “disaggregated approach,” involves simply analyzing individual level ratings of leader behavior and team morale. The disaggregated approach appears to have the advantage of increased statistical power over the aggregate approach because in the disaggregated approach, degrees of freedom are based on the number of respondents in the entire data set and not on the number of teams (James/Williams 2000; Kreft/Leeuw 1998).

Both of these traditional approaches have limitations. For example, the aggregated approach cannot assess hypotheses in which more than one level of analysis (e.g., both leader behavior and follower personality affect team morale) is hypothesized to operate (Hofmann 1997). The disaggregated approach is problematic because by ignoring the nested nature of data, the “error independence” statistical assumption is violated and misleading conclusions can result.

**Levels of analysis and hypothesis testing**

Statistical techniques have been designed that specifically deal with multilevel data. One technique that can be used to test hypotheses at multiple levels of analysis is Within-and-Between Analysis (WABA). It was originally developed and primarily used in the leadership literature (Dansereau/Alutto/Yammarino 1984). This analytic technique consists of three stages. First, the variability of each variable in a set of variables is examined to determine the level of analysis of each variable (Dansereau et al. 1984; Yammarino/Markham 1992). This step is typically referred to as WABA I. Second, the level of analysis responsible for obtained covariation between 2 variables is determined (Dansereau et al. 1984). This step is typically referred to as WABA II. Finally, the results of WABA I and WABA II are compared so that the researcher reaches a decision about the overall level of analysis for each variable and the level of analysis for each significant correlation found in an empirical study (Yammarino/Markham 1992).

Another technique that is starting to be discussed to test multilevel hypotheses is Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM), also known as random coefficient modeling (Hofmann 1997; Hofmann et al. 2000). This technique was originally developed in the educational literature (Bryk/Raudenbush 1992). It can be thought of as a multi-stage regression analysis that tests relationships between independent and dependent variables at multiple levels of analysis. The first stage focuses on the lowest (i.e., within group) level of analysis. Specifically, the significance of a regression equation predicting the within-group portion of some dependent variable by the within-group portion of one or more independent variables is tested (Hanges et al 2004). This stage basically estimates separate regression equations for each group. The second stage of the analy-
sis uses group variables to predict group differences in the intercepts and slopes of the within-group regression equations. This technique overcomes some of the deficiencies of the previous analytic approaches and is becoming an increasingly popular technique in the organizational sciences. Indeed, this statistical procedure was used in the GLOBE project to test its hypotheses (Hanges/Dickson/Sipe 2004).

Of course, these two techniques have their limitations. For example, WABA II can only assess the relationship between two variables if the independent and dependent variables are operating at the same level of analysis (e.g., team leader behavior affects team morale) (Castro 2002). HLM, on the other hand, is problematic when working with small samples as well as its requirement that the dependent variable be measured at the lowest possible level of analysis (Castro 2002; James/Williams 2000). Even though these two techniques have their limitations, they are still better than the more traditional statistical analyses. The question that remains is which of these two analyses provide more accurate conclusions. Researchers are starting to make comparisons between these two techniques (Bliese/Halverson/Schriesheim 2002; Castro 2002; Klein et al. 2000). We hope that more researchers will take advantage of these statistical techniques and use the more appropriate procedures in the future.

**Levels of analysis and factor analysis**

Another level of analysis issue that needs to be addressed in the leadership literature is how to properly conduct a factor analysis with items that were developed to measure some group level construct (e.g., team morale, organizational climate, societal culture). Factor analysis refers to a set of statistical techniques used to either explore or confirm the underlying structure among a set of items/variables to determine those items/variables that tap a factor or latent construct (Nunnally/Bernstein 1994). The utility of factor analysis in the identification and confirmation of scales that measure a single construct (i.e., unidimensionality) as well as the utility of factor analysis for establishing the construct validity (i.e., convergent/discriminant validity) of a scale is well known. It is therefore not surprising that leadership researchers rely on this statistical methodology for developing their scales.

It is critical to ensure that a scale measuring a group level (e.g., dyad, team, organization, societal) construct exhibits the desired dimensionality as well as convergent/discriminant validity at the group level of analysis. Unfortunately, researchers have once again either averaged their data to the group level of analysis (i.e., the aforementioned “aggregated” approach) or they ignored the nested structure of their data (i.e., the aforementioned “disaggregated” approach). As indicated previously, both of these approaches are problematic. It has been known since the mid-seventies that factor analysis of means (i.e., the aggregated approach) can produce misleading results (Cronbach 1976; Harnqvist 1978). A scale’s factor structure can differ at different levels of analysis. Items may form a single factor at the group level but may split into two or more factors at the lower level (Hanges/Dickson 2004). The factor analysis of means reflects the group-level and lower-level factor structure (Dyer/Hanges/Hall 2004). Analyzing disaggregated data is also problematic. Like the aggregated analysis, factor analysis on disaggregated data can produce results that primarily reflect the factor structure at the wrong level (i.e., it can reflect the within-group as opposed to...
group as opposed to group-level factor structure). It can also produce an overall result that combines the different level factor structures (e.g., the scale shows two factors overall by combining the single factor at the group level with the three factors at the within-group level).

Concern regarding the inappropriate application of factor analysis to group level scales was expressed by Chan (1998), who worried that “…despite the existence of broad theoretical frameworks and methodological advances, the fundamental substantive issue of construct validation in multilevel research has not been addressed adequately” (p.234). Importantly, the lack of empirically based studies examining the construct validity of aggregate measures means that we often do not know whether a given construct has an identical structure across different levels of analysis, or whether its structure varies across levels. This is a critical shortcoming in our research base.

Recent work, especially by Bengt Muthen (1990, 1994) provide a solution to this conundrum. Muthen developed a technique known as multilevel confirmatory factor analyses (MCFA) that specifically incorporates the hierarchical structure of data into the analysis and permits assessment of the factor structure across the two levels of analysis. MCFA can now be performed on updated versions of structural equation modeling (SEM) programs (e.g., EQS, MPlus, Lisrel). The analysis proceeds by splitting the data into a group level portion and a within-group level portion. MCFA allows researchers to fit the same or different factor structure at these two levels of analysis (Dyer/Hanges/Hall 2004; Hall/Hanges/Dyer, in press). This technique properly specifies the nature of the data into the analysis and thus, eliminates the problems with the aggregated/disaggregated factor analytic approaches.

Unfortunately, MCFA is not widely known in organizational research (for exceptions, see Hall et al., in press; Hall et al. 1999; Hanges/Dickson 2004). This is probably due to the fact that MCFA is only now becoming widely available as an option in SEM statistical packages. Clearly, more work with this analytic technique is needed in the leadership research literature.

Cross-cultural research
Recent work in the leadership literature has explored the often subtle and hidden interplay between culture and leadership (e.g., Chong/Thomas 1997; Hanges, Lord/Dickson 2000; Hanges, Dorfman, Shteynberg/Bates, in press; Leslie/Van Velsor 1998). For example, Suutari (1996), Maczynski, Jago, Reber, and Boehnisch (1994), Den Hartog, House, Hanges, Ruiz-Qintanilla/Dorfman, et al (1999), and the GLOBE project (House et al. 2004) have found cultural variation in the desirability of particular leadership attributes. Research and theory focusing on cross-cultural leadership has clearly “taken off.” However, while cross-cultural research is a step forward, there are several methodological issues that have not been adequately discussed with regard to such research.

Cross-cultural research and sample selection
A discussion of an effective strategy to identify countries to include in a study has not appeared in our literature. However, there is a growing empirical based literature on the cultural similarity/differences among nations (e.g., Ronen/Shenkar 1985;
Gupta/Hanges (2004) that can be useful for addressing this issue. Ronen and Shenkar (1985) and Gupta and Hanges (2004) have classified numerous countries into categories based on the similarity/differences of their scores across multiple culture dimensions. These classifications provide a holistic conceptualization of the distance between societies because they are a function of considering multiple cultural dimensions. We believe that these clusters can assist cross-cultural researchers by helping them identify societies that meaningfully vary in terms of cultural distance.

For example, in the recent GLOBE study (House et al. 2004), 61 nations were grouped into 10 distinct clusters (Gupta/Hanges 2004). The ten clusters are Anglo (e.g., England, Australia, New Zealand), Latin Europe (e.g., Italy, Spain, Israel), Nordic Europe (i.e., Finland, Sweden, Denmark), Germanic Europe (i.e., Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland, Germany), Eastern Europe (e.g., Hungary, Russia, Kazakhstan), Latin America (e.g., Costa Rica, Venezuela, Ecuador), Middle East (e.g., Qatar, Morocco, Turkey), Sub-Saharan Africa (e.g., Namibia, Zambia, Zimbabwe), Southern Asia (e.g., India, Philippines, Malaysia) and Confucian Asia (e.g., Taiwan, Singapore, South Korea). Cross-cultural leadership researchers can use this clustering to identify countries that fall into different clusters. This would ensure adequate cultural distance in the study so that any conclusions have the maximum potential for generalization. Our point in this section is basically not all multinational samples are equivalent. A study that has sampled data from England, Australia, and New Zealand is not as good for testing the robustness of a theory as a study that has sampled data from England, Spain, and Sweden.

Another sampling issue with cross-cultural leadership research focuses on how many nations to include in a study. Researchers agree that it is impossible to determine whether an empirical finding is moderated by culture when data is sampled from only one culture. However, the ability to unambiguously identify findings that are meaningfully moderated by culture does not dramatically improve when data from two, three, or even four nations are studied. Significant differences between a small subset of nations may simply be due to unique characteristics of the nations included in the study rather than some hypothesized cultural dimension (e.g., collectivism). Significant differences between countries cannot be interpreted as evidence for cultural moderation unless there are a sufficient number of countries included in a study. Experimental researchers have made this argument in their literature with the distinction between “fixed” effects and “random” effects. An independent variable (e.g., nations) is treated as a “fixed” effect when a researcher is interested in generalizing significant findings to only the specific levels of the independent variable included in the study (e.g., researcher only wants to generalize results to the specific countries included in his/her study). An independent variable is treated as a “random” effect when a researcher is interested in generalizing significant findings beyond the specific levels of the independent variable included in his/her study. In the present context, this would be the case of a researcher interested in generalizing his/her findings to all countries as opposed to only those specific countries included in his/her study. Clearly, when testing whether a theoretical construct such as culture moderates some empirical relationship, it is critical that a random effects approach is taken. Unfortu-
nately, statistical power requirements for a random effect independent variable is substantially greater than the 2, 3, or 4 countries included in some cross-cultural research.

Of course, adequate sampling for variables treated as random effects dramatically increases the difficulty of conducting cross-cultural studies. One way around this challenge is to develop a consortium of researchers who are interested in studying some phenomena and who are distributed throughout the world. Such a consortium can greatly increase the ease of conducting meaningful studies because these research teams can simultaneously collect data in multiple countries for multiple studies. While global research teams are not without their problems (c.f., Hanges/Lyon/Dorfman, in press), the payoffs of such teams are priceless.

**Cross-cultural research and measurement equivalence**

One critical issue for all cross-cultural research endeavors is to ensure that the construct of interest is meaningful in all sampled cultures. The cause of any discovered differences (or similarities) is never clear. Response differences might be due to cultural differences, lack of consistent operationalization and definition of constructs across countries, or even culturally-specific response biases (Dorfman 1996). Measurement equivalence is one way by which the lack of consistent operationalization and definition as an explanation for a study’s results is ruled out.

The usual strategy for assessing measurement equivalence is to conduct multi-group confirmatory factor analyses. In this analysis, the same factor structure is imposed on the data sampled from each country. Progressively restrictive models are imposed on the data until the most restrictive (i.e., equivalence in factor structure, factor loadings, factor variance, and factor covariances) is imposed. If the fit indices for this last model meet pre-set standards, then there is evidence that the scale is operating similarly in the various countries. In other words, significant country differences are not due to measurement problems.

While the traditional measurement equivalence analysis is extremely useful, researchers need to realize that this analytic technique only works for scales measuring individual level phenomena. What happens when group level constructs are measured in a study? There really has not been a discussion of how to assess the measurement equivalence of group level scales. One possible solution is to use the MCFA procedure discussed earlier and to combine it with a multigroup approach. For example, if a cross-cultural researcher collects data from multiple countries and in each country, data from multiple organizations is collected, and in each organization, multiple followers are asked to describe their leader, then multigroup MCFA is needed to determine the measurement equivalence of the leadership scale. Specifically, the researcher needs to impose the same MCFA structure simultaneously across all the countries in the researcher’s data. If the fit indices of the analysis exceed accepted standards, the measurement equivalence of this group-level construct is ascertained. Unfortunately, to date, no one has applied this approach to determine measurement equivalence of a group-level construct.

Even with multigroup MCFA, there are still unresolved issues surrounding assessing the measurement equivalence of group-level scales. Specifically, how is the measurement equivalence of societal-level constructs determined? With scales measur-
ing society-level constructs such as GLOBE societal culture scales, it is assumed that the individuals from each country are all providing their responses about the same target (i.e., societal culture). In other words, the true score for societal-level scales is a constant within a country and the true score for these scales only vary when data from multiple countries is collected. The typical measurement equivalence approach as well as the multigroup MCFA approach described above assume that there are true score differences within each country. Thus, these statistical techniques cannot be used for assessing the measurement equivalence of society-level scales. Unfortunately, a statistical procedure by which the equivalence of such scales can be determined has yet to be developed. Clearly, there is a real need in the cross-cultural literature for such a statistical procedure.

Alternative measurement strategies

Frequently, researchers are interested in measuring a leader’s mental processes or personality characteristics in order to test theories or predict behavior. Unfortunately, the most common strategy employed to measure such constructs is by asking the leader to self-disclose. Such measures are contaminated by self-presentation biases in which respondents’ scores reflect not only their beliefs, attitudes, and other characteristics, but also the deliberate and conscious manipulation of responses to regulate their impression to others (Dunton/Fazio 1997; Plant/Devine 1998).

Social psychologists have recently proposed a new measurement protocol to minimize the influence of self-presentation bias. This new measurement protocol involves the inclusion of implicit attitude (IA) measures in their studies. Implicit attitude measures seek to indirectly assess the value of a construct without directly asking participants for a self-report (Fazio/Olson 2003). The IA measures attitudes and other characteristics of participants (e.g., personality, emotions, goals, needs) by recording the speed and accuracy with which they can categorize words. For example, when using an IA measure of racist attitudes, Ziegert and Hanges (in press) asked participants to sort words into either a Black-White category or into a pleasant-unpleasant category. The categorization task was accomplished by having participants hit one computer key if a word either belonged to the Black category or the pleasant category and another key if the word belonged to either the White category or the unpleasant category. The speed and accuracy of this categorization process were recorded as was the speed and accuracy of the categorization when race categories were switched with the pleasant-unpleasant category. Ziegert and Hanges found that participants’ speed and accuracy on the IA measure subsequently predicted their degree of bias on an in-basket exercise whereas a self-report measure of racist attitudes did not. Thus, implicit measures are able to assess participant characteristics that may not be accurately assessed with self-report measures. Indeed, the discrepancy between implicit and explicit measures has led to questions of the trustworthiness of easily monitored explicit responses such as verbal reports and self-report ratings (Fazio et al. 1995). Indeed, self-report measures may be especially questionable in field research where followers are explicitly asked to rate management on a variety of dimensions. In this context, implicit measurement may be effective in preventing conscious monitoring and modification of responses due to follower fears of retaliation or hopes of ingratiating.
While there is an active debate in the social psychology literature concerning the meaningfulness of the IA measure (e.g., Devine 2001), there is a substantial amount of validity evidence for it. Greenwald/Nosek (2001) reviewed over 30 studies discussing the psychometric and validity evidence for the IA measure. This research has shown that IA measures detect stable differences (Greenwald et al. 1998) and that these measures show convergent validity with other latency and priming measures (Rudman/Kilianski 2000) as well as with physiological measures (Phelps et al. 2000).

Overall, there is growing evidence for the convergent, discriminant, and predictive validity of implicit measurement. Such measures can prove to be an extremely useful for leadership researchers. One clear application of IA measures is in research on implicit leadership theory. Robert Lord and his colleagues have been discussing and testing the implicit leadership perspective for nearly 25 years (Lord/Foti/DeVader 1984; Lord, Foti/Phillips 1982; Lord/Maher 1991; Lord/Brown 2004). Reaction time measures and other IA measures could be used to assess various aspects of a person’s leadership schema. For example, IA can assess the extent to which leadership schemas are chronic and easily accessible as well as the extent to which socially undesirable aspects (i.e., stereotypes/prejudices against women) influence the leadership schema. These IA measures might even be helpful for measuring personal characteristics that participants might not be consciously aware of. In summary, implicit measures appear to have promise and should be explored further in the leadership research.

A note on qualitative research

With the opportunities inherent to implicit measures acknowledged, we would be remiss not to mention the benefits that could accrue if researchers actively attempted to use both qualitative and quantitative methods to study leadership phenomena. Bachiochi and Weiner (2002) recommend incorporating qualitative methodologies into research strategies when the context is central to the research question. The role of context factors (e.g., leader actions, socio-cultural events) plays a increasing critical part in many leadership theories (e.g., Hanges, Lord/Dickson 2000). Qualitative methodology provide richer description of these contextual factors and can yield insights into the meaning underlying the numbers and relationships obtained using quantitative methods. More work integrating qualitative and quantitative methodology will help our field discover truths and reduce the possibility that our findings are limited by our methodology.

Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have discussed a number of methodological challenges that confront leadership researchers. While not all of these challenges have been solved (e.g., measurement equivalence for societal-level constructs), strategies for many of them have been developed. We covered three major areas where these methodological issues can arise. First, we discussed how multilevel constructs and hierarchically nested data create statistical problems that can potentially bias results if researchers ignore the multilevel nature of their data. WABA and HLM are two statistical techniques specifically designed to handle multilevel data. Both of these techniques have their benefits and
their drawbacks. Comparison of these statistical procedures is just beginning. While we cannot definitively recommend one over the other, it is clear that these statistical tools are better than the traditional approaches (i.e., previously discussed aggregate or disaggregate approaches) used to test hypotheses with multilevel data. We also mentioned the need for exploring the construct validity and factor structure of group level scales. Unfortunately, this is an often neglected topic. The utility of MCFA for assessing and validating the structure of group level scales should be recognized.

Second, we also discussed methodology concerns that arise when conducting cross-cultural leadership research. We discussed issues concerning the sampling of countries. Specifically, which countries should be included in a study and how many countries to include? Researchers need to be more careful and deliberate when choosing which cultures they sample their data from. We suggested that the culture clusters developed by Ronen and Shenkar (1985) or Gupta and Hanges (2004) might be helpful in strategically identifying countries to include in a study. We also discussed the critical role that measurement equivalence plays in data interpretation. One cannot meaningfully interpret any empirical findings without knowing that the scale is operating consistently within all countries. While traditional measurement equivalence statistical procedures are useful for assessing the equivalence of individual level scales, researchers need to start using multigroup MCFA for group-level constructs.

Finally, we discussed the problem of using only self-report measures throughout the leadership literature. Self-report measures only provide information that a participant is consciously aware of and such measures are highly susceptible to self-presentation biases. We suggested that implicit attitude measurement protocols be incorporated into leadership research. This alternative measurement strategy can go a long way to resolve the conscious level processing and self-presentation bias that limit the utility of self-report measures.

There are still many methodological challenges that need to be addressed. However, as we discuss, there are solutions to some of the commonly occurring problems encountered in the leadership literature. It is our hope that leadership researchers will find the methods discussed in this paper beneficial and informative to their endeavors.
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